FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Top Asian film stars grace red carpet
premiere at Marina Bay Sands
Chow Yun Fat, Aaron Kwok and Eddie Peng bring action
to the Skating Rink for the premiere of COLD WAR 2

From L-R: Eddie Peng, producers Ivy Ho and Bill Kong, Mr and Mrs Chow Yun Fat and Aaron Kwok

Singapore (05 July 2016) – Three of the biggest names in Asia’s entertainment scene took redhot action off-screen and onto the red carpet at Marina Bay Sands tonight for the gala premiere
of Hong Kong action blockbuster COLD WAR 2 寒战 2.
The integrated resort welcomed cinema legend Chow Yun Fat 周润发, Hong Kong Heavenly
King Aaron Kwok 郭富城 and Taiwanese heartthrob Eddie Peng 彭于晏 at the Skating Rink this
evening, along with thousands of fans who turned up to catch a glimpse of their favourite stars.
The trio of leading Asian actors were here to promote their latest movie COLD WAR 2 寒战 2 the highly anticipated sequel to the 2012 hit Hong Kong action-thriller COLD WAR 寒战, one of
the highest-grossing Hong Kong movies that garnered US$50 million worldwide.

Aaron Kwok arriving at the red carpet premiere

Mr & Mrs Chow Yun Fat waving to fans at the red carpet

Eddie Peng mingling with fans at the red carpet

The actors were all smiles as they mingled with the fans at the red carpet event.
Earlier in the evening, lucky winners of the jointly organised competition by Encore Films and
Chinese radio station Yes 93.3 also received a once in a lifetime opportunity to interact with the
Aaron Kwok and Eddie Peng on stage, and tickets to watch an exclusive preview of the movie
at The MasterCard Theatres at Marina Bay Sands.

Eddie Peng, Mr & Mrs Chow Yun Fat and Aaron Kwok

Eddie Peng and Chow Yun Fat all smiles at the red carpet
premiere of Cold War 2

Mr. George Tanasijevich, President and Chief Executive Officer of Marina Bay Sands, said:
“Marina Bay Sands is privileged to be working with Encore Films for the Singapore Gala
Premiere of Cold War 2, with leading Asian film stars Chow Yun Fat, Aaron Kwok and Eddie
Peng.”
“Our iconic venue has had the honour of hosting some of the biggest movie premieres in
Singapore, such as the Amazing Spider-Man 2 in 2014, Wong Kar Wai’s The Grandmaster in
2013, and more recently, Marvel’s Captain America: Civil War in April. These events not only
provide our guests with unforgettable experiences, but is also testament to our commitment in
helping to showcase the Republic as a world-class entertainment hub in the region.”
COLD WAR 2 寒战 2 is the action-packed sequel to COLD WAR 寒战., the box office hit that
was the highest-grossing Hong Kong domestic film of 2012. The sequel features an A-list cast
of actors including Aaron Kwok, Tony Leung Ka Fai, Eddie Peng, Chow Yun Fat, Aarif Rahman
and Charlie Young.
This evening’s red carpet event and movie premiere is the third celebrity studded event held at
Marina Bay Sands this year, following the Southeast Asia Blue Carpet premiere of Marvel’s
Captain America: Civil War in April and the recently concluded Sony Pictures Summit, which
attracted the likes of Tom Hanks, Melissa McCarthy, Irrfan Khan and directors Ron Howard,
Paul Feig and Antoine Fuqua.
COLD WAR 2 寒战 2 opens in cinemas on 8 July and is co-distributed by Encore Films and
Golden Village Pictures in Singapore.
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